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Abstract. 'fhis paper investigates a number of techniques and services 
around a unifying concept: the secondary screen. Far too often television 
consumptior1 is conside1~ed a passive activity. While there are specific 
genres and programs that immerse the viewer into the media experi
ence, there are other times in which whilst \Vatching television, people 
talk, scan the program guide, record another program or recommend a 
prog:i·am by phone. rThis pape1· ider1tifies four major usages of the sec
ondary screen in an interactive digital television environment: control, 
enrich, share, and t1·ansfer television content. By control we refer to the 
decoupling of the television stream, optional enhanced content, and tele
vision controls. Mo1·eover, the user can use the secondary screen to enrich 
or author media content by, for example, including personalized media 
overlays such as an audio commentary that can be shared with his peer 
group. Finally, the secondary screen can be used to b1·ing along the televi
sion content. 1,his paper reviews previous work on the secondary screen, 
identifies the key usages, and based on a working system provides the ex
periences of developing relevant scena1·ios as \vell as an initial evaluation 
of them. 

1 Introduction 

The television watching experience can be enriched by using other devices than 
the traditional television set and remote control. This paper focuses on the usages 
of the seco11dary screen. Figure 1 shows the ubiquitous computing sphere of two 
viewers at different homes. The sphere of each user is composed of a number 
of devices that can be used for rendering multimedia content or for interacting 
with such content. Worth mentioning is that the multimedia content can be 
split onto different devices, each one rendering part( s) of the presentation, while 
other device can be used for controlling such presentation. As we will see in this 
article, the sphere of a user is not isolated, but is li11ked to his social network, 
thus includi11g a path to other people's spheres. 
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Fig. 1. Ubiquitous Computing Sphere at 'l,wo Homes 

In this article, we consider the sphere of the user· as a television set, connected 
to a personal video recorder or a set-top box, and his handheld device. The hand
held device acts as a secondary screen providing both rendering a11d interaction 
capabilities. This article studies four basic scenarios: control, transfer, enrich, and 
share. We assume that the content reaches the ho1ne via various input paths. Once 
the content arrives we differe11tiate a number of end user behaviors: 

Personal content selection/preview: this is basic viewir1g functionality that 
allows a user to 11avigate through a set of content objects (and, where ap
propriate, within content objects) to find and activate particular content 
sequences of interest. The content may be gathered by explicit user schedul
ing activity ( such as tagging a prograrn i11 an electronic program guide), by 
indirect user scheduling ( via a recommender system) or might be se11t as a 
micro-perso11al recommendation message from a family n1en1ber of a social 
network n1ember. 
Presentation continuity: even though television watching normally takes 
place in the living room, it can happen that a user wants to continue watchi11g 
the program in her personal device while moving to another room or outside 
the home. In this case, the current state of the content stream should be 
stored, the presentation should be streamed to her personal device, and the 
presentation should be restored there. This process should be as seamless 
and dynamic as possible. 
Micro-pe1--sonal recommendation generation and sharing: the end user can 
generate direct recommendation messages. That is, he can explicitly frag
ment the video stream. This fragmentation is saved separately from the base 
content and may be used as the basis for a dir·ect recommendation message, 
together with user-generated media overlays, that one user sends to another 
within his family or social 11etwork. 

The rest of the article will elaborate on these representatives sce11arios and 
will report on our experiences implementing them. Moreover, the results of a 
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The justification of our wo1~k is based on all the mentior1ed research plus sev
eral additional studies. Firstly, Bernhaupt (14] found that r·emote controls are 
ofte11 considered as u11usable, moreover the results indicated tl1at tl1e render
ing capabilities of the remote control could be exploited. Cruickshank et al. [4] 
concluded that 'a more sophisticated form of input and control needs to be intro
duced for iTV to reach is full potential'. And Seager et al. [15] write that users 
'fr·equently use their laptop to surf the web, use email, or shop online whilst 
watching television' and 'tl1e1~e was a preference for accessing different services 
on differe11t display pa11.els rather than overloading 011e shared display chan11el'. 

3 Architecture 

Our· research studies 11ew paradigms for multimedia interaction vvith content that 
is available to social groups of users in a consu111er electronics (that is: non-PC) 
setting. Our home architecture consists of a home media server which may be 
implemented in a set-top box, a home networking gateway or a separate server 
device that stores content that is provided via standard broadcast channels, 
via peer-to-peer content sharing net,vorks or on high-density optical disks such 
as DVDs or BluRay HD content. We expect that this content will be fetched 
on the users behalf using a11 intelligent recommender system, and may be post
processed in the home to allow differentiated viewing based on the individual 
interests of family members. 

A schematic diagra111 of the home environment is shown in Figure 2. For a 
more detailed description of the tech11ological aspects of the architecture, the 
reader can refer to [16]. One distinguishing characteristic of this architecture is 
that multiple remote control devices are presented to home users. These per
s011al remote control devices form the basis of a system that supports differ
entiated content delivery and differentiated personal recommendation delivery 
and generation. The devices range from a conventional remote control, thr·ough 
low-powered handheld devices like telephones and minimal pen-based devices 
such as the Nokia N770, up to full-featured (but reduced size) tablets such as 
the Samsung Ql. I11 the home environment the devices are connected using a 
wireless home network, while whe11 transferring a session to a mobile phone, the 
mobile network is used to retrieve the media content. 

The central conte11t storage and management component within our archi
tecture is a home media server. This server can ultimately be implemented in 
many different forms (as a PC Media Center, as a conventional set-top box, as a 
network controller l1idden in a utility closet). Our concern was not to study the 
commercial models for home media storage, but to study a n1odel in which mul
tiple control clients could be managed in a horne environment. For this reason, 
vve made the pragmatic decision to use a small-size personal con1puter (in our 
case, a J\1ac-Mini) upon which our server infrastructure could be implemented. 

Our server architecture has been designed to be aware of DR:t\1 issues in the 
home. All operations 011 actual media content are abstracted away from the ac
tual media encoding into a higher-layer structure. A portion of this structure uses 
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Fig. 2. Schematic Diag1·am of the Home Environment 

the TV-Anytime specification for program and package descriptions. The local 
user operations are implemented by dynamically generating SMIL presentations 
that describe the transient structure of content modificatio11s and annotations 
within a program. 

4 Control, Enrich, Share, and Transfer 

This section ir1troduces the first set of results in the form of implemented ser
vices. These services include control and t1·a11sfer services, in which the secondary 
screen is used for rendering enhanced information of the television content and to 
control the content itself. Mor·eover, the concept of a 'presentation following the 
user' is shown. Finally, this section reports on a service for· sharing fragments of 
television content, and possible persor1al media overlays, with other friends and 
family n1embers. The contribution of t11is paper is not so much the implemen
tation of each of the se1·vices that can be found in previous articles [16, 1 7], as a 
study on i11novative services for the secondary screen and as an initial evaluation. 

4.1 Control and Transfer 

The control service is capable of differentiating the shared/ personal nature of the 
media content. For example, the video content is a shared resource that can be 
shown in a shar·ed screen such as the television set. While the enhanced material 
is private information that might not be of interest for the rest of the viewers, 
thus it can be displayed in the private display, that is the secondary screen. In 
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(a) Content Selectior1 Interface (Nokia (b) Extra Material Interface (Nokia 770) 
770) 

Fig. 3. Screenshots of Non-Intrusive Interfaces (Nokia 770) 

previous work we refer to it as Non-monolithic rendering [16]. Figure 3 shows 
two examples of such interfaces. The first one (left) is used to navigate, select 
and preview media within a television program, while the second one (right) 
is used to view enhanced information about the current active program, about 
sto1·ed content, or about the EPG. 

In additio11 to using the extended 1~emote control for selecting and previewing 
personal content, for showing enhanced information, and to control the television 
content, it can be used for p1·esentation continuity. For example, when the user 
is moving out of the living room, but still wants to bring along the presentation 
shown in the television set. In this case a dynamic evaluation of the context of 
the user, in terms of available devices, takes place and the presentation can be 
transferred to the secondary screen. Figure 4 shows an screenshot of transferring 
a presentation from a television screen to a mobile device. 

(a) Screenshot of the '"lelevision Content (b) Screenshot of the Content rrransfer 

Fig. 4. Presentation Continuity 
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4.2 Enrich and Share 

The last few years have seen an increasing interest on shari11g media 1naterial 
on the web, YouTube and MySpace being two clear exa1nples. Nevertheless, in 
spite of their success, current systen1s contain a number of serious restrictions. 
First, the user is unable to share a bour1ded fragment of the video, which is ,vhat 
in n1ost of the cases the user wants. Seco11d, the use1~ cannot customize the rec
on1n1ended video by including, for example, a voice con11nentary or strategically 
placed line art overlays. Our syste1n allows user·s to share personalized frag1nents 
of television content. These e11riched fragments car1 be sent as personal recom
me11dations to f1~iends withi11 a user·s social network usi11g a number of messaging 
technologies such as MMS, e-mail, a11d blog posting. Figure 5 shows the tele
vision media shari11g interface. The actual fragmentation of the video and the 
inclusion of media overlays are done using the secondary screen. Detailed infor
mation about this asy11cl1ror1ous social television feature, named micro-personal 
recommendations, can be found in [l 7]. 

-------~ ...... --~.,,._ . .., ..... ~-... -~-: ,,-·]&,,. t'" ._.Detnc;) -~. . .,,,. ' . •:_·: ~' .:..: .. :, . 
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of rr·v J\1edia Sharing Interface 

5 Results 

This section reports on the results of two independent tests of such services. It is 
important to notice, though, that the 111arket analysis, techr1ology development 
and user testing were performed by independent groups, across three countries. 
In addition to the results presented in this paper, other resea1--ch in the topic 
suggests the benefits of the seco11dary scr'een in the inte1·active television e11vi
ronment [4,14,15]. 

5.1 Business Analysis 

In order to analyze the business opportunities we were able to gather a panel of 
representatives from a European quadruple-offer player, a European equipment 
provider~, an international advertising company, a11d a major international mobile 
video service provider. The goal of the focus group was not to jointly design a 
new interface, but to analyze the con1mercial pr~ospects of a distributed home 
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control paradign1 fro111 a non-technical perspective. The panel was prese11ted with 
a stylized p1·ese11tation of the capabilities presented in tl1is paper·. The panel was 
told that t,l1e i11te11tio11 of the pr·oject was to define a value-added service tl1at 
could be offer·ed as an enhancement to a home PVR offering. 

Tl1e participants we1·e globally enthusiastic about tl1e services presented in 
this ar·ticle. The 111ajority of them think that this sort of application should be 
deployed as soon as possible because some of its 1nain features would be covered 
by rnajor market players withi11a241nonth period. Nevertheless, the application 
should be deployed pr·ogressively. 

It was felt that the 1nicr·o-persor1al recommendations should not be restricted 
to a farr1ily or neighborhood circle, but should focus on networked comn1unities. 
User·s should r1ave a choice alJout being i11cluded in a local or global commu
nity of recommenders. All participants agreed that a distributed control ap
plicatior1 should be offered to the end use1· by a service operato1· as a part of 
a larger fJackage. Its fu11ctionalities would not only benefit the end user, but 
also help to expand the base of the operator and to position the operator as a 
value-added supplier. Finally, one busi11ess case highlighted by the panel was the 
possibility to use the secondary screen for displaying targeted and personalized 
advertisernents. 

5.2 User Testing 

We modeled a representative user com1nunity of up to three people watchi11g 
television together. The viewing environment consisted of three handheld con
trol devices, a small library of content, a high-definition television set, and the 
prototype server. Even though it was clear that the system was still in proto
type status, the obtained results about its fu11ctionality are relevant. Each of 
the participants, sometimes three of them at the same time, were given a hand
held control device, which was a personal device they could carry around as 
a mobile phone. The goal was to get feedback on the services, so we encour
age them to explore the different capabilities, to play around, and to complete 
a number of predefined tasks (e.g., to share a fragment of a video with some 
friends). 

Due to space restrictions, this paper only includes a summary of the obtained 
results. Nevertheless, the interested reader can refer to [18], in which detailed 
information on how the tests were conducted and analyzed, together with com
prehensive set of results can be obtained. As a summary, we can higl1light that 
the users were attracted by the possibility of having a personal display that 
allowed for browsi11g, personalizing, and enriching content. On the other hand, 
while sharing content with other people outside home was seen as a value-added 
service, the end-users did not find appealing to share the content within the 
home. We can conclude that in order of relevance, the secondary display for 
previewing and viewing content as well as for accessing enrich info1·mation was 
the most valued usage. Secondly was the possibility of sharing fragments of tele
vision content. Finally, most use1·s liked the idea of enriching the micro-personal 
recommendations with personal overlays. 
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6 Conclusions 

This paper focused 011 the usages of the seco11dary screen in an i11teractive digital 
television environment. Based on previous studies we have justified that hand
held devices will be used in the living roo111, i11 conju11ction with other cor1su1ner 
electror1ics appliances, for· consuming and n1anipulating televisio11 content. This 
article proposes four main usages: to co11trol, to enrich, to share, and to transfer 
television content. One of tl1e diffe1·e11tiating factors of tl1e results proposed in 
this paper from previous war k in the field is tl1at it is not restricted to any spe
cific se1~vice (e.g., T-lear11ing or the EPG), but it is a general architectur·e that 
can be applied to a variety of e11d-user situations. Nevertheless, a11 in1portant 
topic that should be investigated i11 the future is which genres or progran1s types 
can better be benefited from the secondary scree11. 

The contributions of the work presented in this article go beyond the de
scription of an architecture or implen1e11ted scenarios. We placed this work i11 a 
spectrum of activities that included an i11itial market assessment by professionals 
in the areas of media creation and distribution, and we subjected our prototype 
implementation to test by a dozen groups of users in a social setting. So far, the 
results are encouraging, even though more implementation work is needed and 
testing work remains to be done. 
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